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Abstract
We investigate the totally geodesic Radon transform which assigns a function to its
integration over totally geodesic symmetric submanifolds in Riemannian symmetric spaces of
noncompact type. Our main concern is focused on the injectivity and support theorem. Our
approach is based on the projection slice theorem relating the totally geodesic Radon
transform and the Fourier transforms on symmetric spaces. Our approach also uses the study
of geometry concerned with the totally geodesic symmetric subvarieties in Riemannian
symmetric spaces in terms of the cell structure of the Satake compactiﬁcations.
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0. Introduction
Let U be a connected Lie group and L1; L2 be closed unimodular subgroups.
The Radon transform for a double ﬁbration
U=L1’U=ðL1-L2Þ-U=L2;
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f ðg  h:L1ÞdhL1-L2
for fACN0 ðU=L1Þ where dhL1-L2 is the L2- invariant measure on L2=L1-L2: (cf. [14,
Chapter II]). This transform which was deﬁned by S. Helgason has been studied in a
number of different settings and a variety of results has been obtained in these
settings. (cf. [14, Chapter II]).
In this paper, we investigate the Radon transform in this framework under the
condition that
U ¼ G; L1 ¼ K and L2 ¼ H; ð0:0Þ
where
G is a connected semi-simple Lie group of noncompact type
K is a maximal compact subgroup ofG;
and H is a proper noncompact reductive subgroup of G; ð0Þ
namely, H is a y-stable noncompact proper closed subgroup of G where y is a Cartan
involution ﬁxing K : We note that H:K is a totally geodesic submanifold in G=K and
G=H can be regarded as a G-translation of the totally geodesic submanifold H:K :
(cf. Proposition 4.1.)
Our main concern is focused on the injectivity and the support theorem of the
Radon transform on rapidly decreasing function spaces or on compactly supported
smooth function spaces on G=K :
These operational properties of the Radon transform in our setting were ﬁrst
studied by Helgason in [9,11] (cf. see also [12–14]) in the case of the totally geodesic
Radon transform on real hyperbolic spaces, namely under the condition that
U ¼ G ¼ SOoðn; 1Þ; L1 ¼ K ¼ SOðnÞ  1;
and L2 ¼ H ¼ SðOðn  kÞ  Oðk; 1ÞÞ for 1pkpn  1: ð0:1Þ
Later they were also treated in [4,5,20,21] etc. in terms of the connection with the
k-plane Radon transform on Rn: Speciﬁcally, they were improved and used by the
author in [16] in the study of range characterizations of the totally geodesic Radon
transform on real hyperbolic spaces (cf. [14, p. 108]).
As a main result of this paper, we present injectivity and support results for a
certain class of ðG; K ; HÞ satisfying (0).
We also develop the method for the estimates of the integration over totally
geodesic symmetric submanifolds in Riemannian symmetric spaces, which uses the
cell structure of compactiﬁcations and this allows us to treat these operational
properties of the Radon transform in this general framework ð0:0Þ:
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Now let us precisely state the main results of this article. Assume that ðG; K ; HÞ
satisﬁes the condition ð0Þ and that G=K and G=H are homogeneous spaces in
duality. (cf. Proposition 4.1.)
Let g; k; and h be the Lie algebras of G; K and H; respectively. Let UðgÞ be the
universal enveloping algebra of g: And let p and q be the orthogonal complement of
k and h in g with respect to the Killing form of g; respectively. Let a be a maximal
abelian subspace of p: Let M be the normalizer of a in K and let M be the
centralizer of a in K : Let W be the Weyl group of G; namely the factor group
M=M:
Let Sþ be some positive system of Sða; gÞ: Let aþ be the corresponding positive
Weyl chamber of a: Put rG ¼ 12
P
aASþ mðaÞ  a; where we denote by mðaÞAZþX0 the
multiplicity of aASþ:
We deﬁne the Lp-type rapidly decreasing function spaces over G=K as




j ðD:f Þðu  eX :KÞ j coshðrGðXÞÞ2=pð1þ jjX jjlÞoN:
)
where we denote by jj  jj or /; S the norm or the inner product on p which is
deﬁned by Killing form (cf. [6,28]). We remark that SpðG=KÞCLpðG=KÞ: We also





For sufﬁciently small 0opp2; the integral R:f ðg:HÞ ¼ R
H
f ðg  h:KÞ dh converges
for any fASpðG=KÞ and ðR:f Þðg:HÞ belongs to CNðG=HÞ: Then we deﬁne the
Radon transform for the double ﬁbration by
R : SpðG=KÞ/CNðG=HÞ by f-R:f :
Hereafter, we call R the Radon transform.
By [13, Chapter I, Section 3, Lemmas 3–5(i)] we know that
RðCN0 ðG=KÞÞCCN0 ðG=HÞ:
From now on we assume the following condition (I).
(I) In the setting of ð0Þ; ðg; hÞ is symmetric and we can take the maximal abelian
subspace a in p so that aCp-q;
where we call ðg; hÞ is symmetric if there exists some involutive automorphism s on
g such that
y  s ¼ s  y and h ¼ fXAg j sðXÞ ¼ Xg:
We note that this condition implies dim G=Kpdim G=H:
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We also deﬁne the Lp-type rapidly decreasing function space over G=H by




j ðD:f Þðu  eX  w:HÞ j coshðrGðXÞÞ2=pð1þ jjX jjlÞoN
)
:
We also remark that SpðG=HÞCLpðG=HÞ: We also deﬁne the fast decreasing





We deﬁne the closed subgroup of G by G0 ¼ ðK-HÞexpðp-qÞ:
We remark that K-H is equal to the normalizer of p-h in K because of the
assumption that G=K and G=H are homogeneous spaces in duality. (cf. Proposition
4.1). Let MðHÞ be the normalizer of a in K-H and MðHÞ be the centralizer of a in
K-H: We deﬁne the Weyl group WðHÞ of G0 by the factor group MðHÞ=MðHÞ:
We remark that WðHÞ can be regarded as a subgroup of W :
Theorem A (Injectivity and support results). (1) (The Injectivity on SpðG=KÞ: cf.
Proposition 5.9)
Assume the condition ðIÞ: Then we have
RðCN0 ðG=KÞÞCCN0 ðG=HÞ and RðSpðG=KÞÞCSpðG=HÞ
for sufficiently small 0ppp2: Moreover, R is injective on SpðG=KÞ for sufficiently
small 0ppp2:
(2) (Support Theorem cf. Proposition 6.3.)
Assume the condition (I) and the following condition (II).
(II)
WðHÞ ¼ W :
Then fAS0ðG=KÞ and RfACN0 ðG=HÞ imply fACN0 ðG=KÞ:
Remark B (cf. Table 2). Suppose that
ðg; k; hÞ ¼ ðsuðm; n; FÞ; sðuðm;FÞ  uðn; FÞÞ; sðuðm  r; FÞ  uðr; n; FÞÞÞ
where m  rXnX1; F ¼ R;C;H:
Then the assumptions (I) and (II) are satisﬁed. We note that the case that n ¼ 1
and F ¼ R yields the setting ð0:1Þ of the totally geodesic Radon transform on real
hyperbolic spaces. In the setting ð0:1Þ in [16] we have proved the support theorem
under the weaker assumption that fASpðG=KÞ for sufﬁciently small 0opp2:
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Our approach is based on the method of the projection slice theorem which
is concerned with the connections of the Fourier transform of f and R:f :
(cf. Proposition 5.9).
Our approach also requires the decay estimates of the Radon transform which
uses the geometric considerations on how totally geodesic symmetric subvarieties
H:K are embedded into the compactiﬁcations of G=K as in the following
Propositions C–E.
Proposition C (The cell structure (cf. Proposition 2.2(1))). Let X be the maximal
Satake compactification of X ¼ G=K (cf. [25]). Fix an element A0Aaþ: Put p ¼
limt-N e
tA0  e:K :




Xw where we put Xw ¼ xAX lim
t-N
 etA0 :x ¼ w:pn o for wAW :
We remark that the definitions of w:p and Xw are independent of the choice of A0Aaþ
and the choice of the representative element for wAW :
Let S be any subset in G: We deﬁne a subset WS in W by
WS ¼ fwAW j Xw-SKafg
where SK is the closure of SKðCG=KÞ in X : We note that eAWS: We deﬁne the
Cartan projection Y ðgÞAaþ by gAK  expðY ðgÞÞ  K :
Proposition D (Trigonometric estimates (cf. Proposition 2.5)). Let lAa be a
nonnegative sum of fundamental weights. Let S be any subset of G:
(D1) There exists some C140 such that for all XAaþ and hAS;
expðlðYðeX  hÞÞÞ4C1 expðlðXÞÞ min
wAWS
expððw1lÞðYðhÞÞÞ:
(D2) Let wSAWS be an element in W which is longer than any element in WS: Then
there exists some C240 such that for all XAaþ and hAS we have
expðlðY ðeX  hÞÞÞ4C2 expððwS  lÞðX ÞÞexpðlðY ðhÞÞÞ:
In the setting (0.1) in [16] the above geometric inequality for S ¼ H is directly
deduced from the trigonometry on real hyperbolic spaces.
Moreover, we have the following Proposition.
Proposition E (cf. Propositions 3.3, 3.4). Suppose ðg; k; hÞ satisfies (I). Then we have
WMHCW0 and /W10  aþ; YðHÞ\f0gSCR40
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where we put
W0 ¼ fwAW j/w  X ; aþSCR40 for all nonzero XAaþ such that  XAW  Xg:
Thus by combining Propositions D and E we obtain the decay estimate of the Radon
transform required in the proof of the injectivity and the support theorem in
Theorem A.
In [17] we shall treat some generalization of Theorem A(2) in the setting of
Remark B and present certain estimates for WH as we state in Remark 3.5(2). We
shall also present the explicit calculation of WH in the example in Remark B in the
appendix of [17].
1. Preliminaries
1.1. Notations for Lie groups
Let m be the Lie algebra of M: Let g0 be the Lie algebra of G0; namely k-h þ
p-q:
Let a be the dual of a: Let aC or aC be the complexiﬁcation of a or a
; respectively.
Let S be the set of all the roots and let Sþ be some positive system. Let D be the set of
all the simple roots and a1;y; an be the elements of D: We put Sþ0 ¼ Sþ\2  Sþ:
We put
aþ ¼ fXAa j aðX Þ40 for any aASþg;
OC ¼ fXAa j aðXÞ4C for aASþg; where C40:
Let H1;y; Hn be the basis of a dual to a1;y; an: For any lAaC let HlAaC be




¼ di;j: We put
aþ ¼ "
1pipn
RþX0  li; Intaþ ¼ "
1pipn





ZþX0  li;Lþþ ¼ "
1pipn
Zþ40  li and þL ¼ "
1pipn
ZþX0  ai:
For v1; v2Aa; we denote v1pv2 if and only if v2  v1Aþa:













gl ¼ fXAg j ½A; X  ¼ lðAÞX for all AAag where lAaC;
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gl; nF ¼ yðnF Þ; nðFÞ ¼
X
lASþ-/FS
gl; nðFÞ ¼ yðnðFÞÞ; n ¼ nðDÞ;
n ¼ nðDÞ;
mF ¼ nðFÞ þ m þ aðFÞ þ nðFÞ; pF ¼ mF þ aF þ nF ; and bF ¼ ðmF-kÞ þ aF þ nF :
We deﬁne for vAa or vAa;
FðvÞ ¼ faiAD j vi ¼ 0g
where v ¼P1pipn vi  Hi or v ¼P1pipn vi  li: We note that WFðvÞ is the stabilizer of
vAa or vAa in W ; respectively.
Let h0 be the Lie algebra such that there exists some wAK which satisﬁes
AdðwÞ:h ¼ h0 and such that there exists a maximal abelian subspace b of p-h0 which
is contained in a: We denote by WðSHÞ the Weyl group on b for the root system
Sðb; gÞ: We ﬁx a positive system SþH of Sðb; h0Þ so that
SþHCfa jbASðb; h0Þ j aASþg:
We put
WF ¼ fwAW j w  H ¼ H for all HAaFg:
We remark that WF is the subgroup in W generated by the reﬂections in F : Let
AF ; AðFÞ; AF ; NF ; NF ; NðFÞ; NðFÞ; N; N; MF ; PF ; and BF be the corresponding
analytic subgroup in G:
Let s be some subspace in g Let L be some Lie subgroup in G and l be its Lie
subalgebra of L: We denote by ZLðsÞ or ZlðsÞ the centralizer of s in L or in l under
the adjoint action of g or G: We also denote by NlðsÞ or NLðsÞ the normalizer of s in l
or in L under the adjoint action of g or G:
Let DG;DK or DA be the Casimir element of g; k or a; respectively. For lAa let
wlðDÞ be the Harish-Chandra homomorphism of DAUðgÞ:
We deﬁne two kinds of Poisson kernels
eHðgÞAa by gAN  eH˜ðgÞ  K and HðgÞAa by gAK  eHðgÞ  N:
We deﬁne the Cartan projection Y ðgÞAaþ by gAK  expðY ðgÞÞ  K : We also take
some uðgÞAK by gAuðgÞ  eYðgÞ:K:
1.2. Invariant measures
Let dX be the canonical Euclidean measure of a: We normalize the invariant
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Fact 1.1. (1) (cf. [26, Section 8, Theorem 8.1.1, p. 149]). We can normalize the





f ðu  eX :KÞdKðXÞ du dX ;









(2) (cf. [26, Section 8, Theorem 8.1.1, p. 149]). Assume (I). We can normalize the





f ðu  eX :HÞdHðXÞ du dX ;









(3) (cf. [12, Chapter I, Section 1, Theorem 1.9, p. 90]). We can normalize the
invariant measure dg on G and dh on H so that for all fACN0 ðGÞ we have,Z
G
f ðgÞ dg ¼
Z
KG=K
f ðg  uÞ du dðg:KÞ ¼
Z
HG=H
f ðg  hÞ dh dðg:HÞ:
(4) (cf. [26, Section 8, Theorem 8.1.1, p. 149]). We can normalize the invariant
measure du0 on H-K so that for all fACN0 ðH=H-KÞ;Z
H
f ðh:ðH-KÞÞ dh ¼
Z
ðH-KÞb
f ðu0  ewX :ðH-KÞÞ du0dH-KðXÞ dX












expð2rHðY ðhÞÞÞð1þ jjY ðhÞjj2Þ1 dhoN:
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1.3. Finite dimensional spherical representations
In this subsection we collect fundamental and necessary tools about ﬁnite
dimensional spherical representations.
Fact 1.2 (cf. [12, Chapter V, Section 4, Theorem 4.1, p. 535]). For any lALþ there
exists a finite dimensional irreducible representation ðpl; VlÞ of G with one multiplicity
of the trivial K-type and any finite dimensional irreducible representation of G with one
multiplicity of the trivial K-type is of the form ðpl; VlÞ for some lALþ: Moreover
ðpl; VlÞ satisfies the following properties by which it is uniquely determined.
Put for gAa;
Wg ¼ fXAVl j dplðAÞ:X ¼ gðAÞX for all AAag:




Let g be an element in a such that Wgaf0g: Then g is in the convex hull of W  l and
satisfies l gAþL: Moreover Wl is one dimensional, M-fixed and is not orthogonal to
a nonzero K-fixed vector. We denote by dpl the differential of pl: There exists a
nonzero inner product /; Sl on Vl which is invariant under the action of dplðk þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p pÞ: Moreover such an inner product on Vl is unique up to a scalar multiple. Let
jj  jjl be of /; S1=2l : We fix some nonzero element vl in Wl such that jjvljjl ¼ 1: We
denote by wl the nonzero K-fixed vector in Vl such that /vl; wlSl ¼ 1: We also put
vwl ¼ plðwÞ  vlAWwl for wAW :
Proposition 1.3. Assume the setting of Fact 1.2.
(1) Let xlg : Vl/Wg be a projection map with respect to decomposition (1.2). Then
we have
jjxllðg:wlÞjjl ¼ expðl eHðgÞÞ:
We note that
xllðm  g:wlÞ ¼ xllðg:wlÞ for gAG; mAMFðlÞ:
(2) Put N ¼ dim Vl: Let ðpli;jðgÞÞ1pi;jpN be the matrix expression of ðpl; VlÞ
with respect to an orthonormal basis compatible with the decomposition
Vl ¼ Wl"ð"galWgÞ: Then we have
expð2l eHðgÞÞ ¼ X
1pipN
jpl1;iðgÞj2:
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(3) For any e40; there exists some neighborhood U of e:M in K=M such that
jpl1;1ðuÞj41 e for any uAU :
(4) Let l be any element in a: We fix an element g0AG: Then there exists some
Cþ4C40 such that
Cþ  elðY ðgÞÞXelðY ðg0gÞÞXC  elðYðgÞÞ for all gAG:
Proof. (1) By deﬁnition jjxllðg:wlÞjjl is right K-invariant with respect to gAG: Since
/vl; wlSl ¼ 1; we have jjxllðaÞjj ¼ al for all aAA: We put %n ¼ expðXÞ for XAN: We
have






By Fact 1.2 we have
xllðX j:ðg:wlÞÞ ¼ 0 for jX1:
Thus, we have
xllðð %n  gÞ:wlÞ ¼ xllðg:wlÞ:
Therefore, jjxllðg:wlÞjj is left N-invariant with respect to gAG: Therefore, we have
jjxllðg:wlÞjjl ¼ expðl eHðgÞÞ:
(2) We remark that ðpli;jðuÞÞ1pi;jpN is a Hermitian matrix for uAK ; ðpli;jðaÞÞ1pi;jpN
is a diagonal matrix for aAA; and pl1;1ðaÞ ¼ al: We also remark that ðpli;jð %nÞÞ1pi;jpN is
a lower triangular matrix for %nAN if the basis is suitably ordered.
Therefore the ð1; 1Þ-matrix element P1pipN jpl1;iðgÞj2 of the matrix
ðpli;jðgÞÞ1pi;jpN t ðpli;jðgÞÞ1pi;jpN is right K-invariant, left N-invariant and coincides
with a2l for g ¼ aAA: Therefore by the deﬁnition of the Poisson kernel, we have
expð2l eHðgÞÞ ¼ X
1pipN
jpl1;iðgÞj2:
(3) Since vl is a M-ﬁxed vector, we have jpl1;1ðmÞj ¼ 1: Thus the assertion follows
immediately.
(4) We may restrict ourselves to the special case when lALþ; since the assertion in
the general case follows from that in the special case. We have
Hðg0  uÞ þ YðgÞ ¼ Hðg0  u  expðYðgÞÞÞAHðg0  g  KÞ ¼ HðexpðYðg0  gÞÞ  KÞ;
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where gAu  expðY ðgÞÞ  K : We apply [12, Chapter IV, Section 6, Lemma 6.5] then we
have
lðHðg0  uÞÞ þ lðY ðgÞÞplðYðg0  gÞÞ: ð1:3Þ
Since lðHðg0  KÞÞ is bounded from below, the second inequality in (4) follows from
(1.3). The ﬁrst inequality follows directly from the second inequality. &
2. Trigonometric estimates and the cell structure of compactiﬁcations
Fact 2.1 (Oshima compactiﬁcations (cf. [22])). For t ¼ ðt1;y; tnÞARn; we define
sgn t ¼ ðsgn t1;y; sgn tnÞAf1; 0; 1g; Ft ¼ faiAD j tia0g;
and at ¼ exp 
X
aiAFt
log j ti j Hi
 !
:
For ðg1; t1Þ and ðg2; t2Þ in G  Rn; we define ðg1; t1ÞBðg2; t2Þ if and only if
sgn t1 ¼ sgn t2 and g1  at1  BFt1 ¼ g2  at2  BFt2 :
Let X˜ be the quotient space ðG  RnÞ=B for the equivalence relation B: Let p : G 
Rn-X˜ be the canonical projection. We put X ¼ pðG;RnX0Þ: For v ¼ ðv1;y; vnÞARn;
we put
Rnv ¼ fðt1;y; tnÞARn j sgn ti ¼ sgn vi for 1pipng:





For eAf1; 0; 1gn; we put Oe ¼ pðG  Rne Þ:
(1) The quotient space X˜ is a compact simply connected real analytic manifold. We





and each Oe is isomorphic to G=BFe : Specifically, Oð1;y; 1Þ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
n
is isomorphic to G=K :
(2) For any gAG; the map
N  Rn{ð %n; tÞ-pððg  %n; tÞÞAX˜
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K=M  ð1; 1Þn{ðu:M; tÞ/pððu; tÞÞAX˜
is a diffeomorphism onto an open dense subset of X˜: It follows that pðU  eOC ; ð1;y; 1Þ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
n
Þ
is a neighborhood of pðe; 0Þ in X for all C40 and any open neighborhood U of e:M
in K=M:
Proposition 2.2 (Cell decompositions). Put
FðwÞ ¼ faiAD j w:ai40g and RFðwÞ ¼ fðt1;y; tnÞARn j ti ¼ 0 for aieFðwÞg:
Put NðwÞ ¼ exp Pao0;w1ao0 ga :





where we put *Xw ¼ pðNðwÞ  w;RFðwÞÞ for wAW : Moreover, we have for wAW ;
*Xw ¼ pðN  w;RFðwÞÞCw  *Xe ¼ pðw  N;RnÞ: ð2:2:0:2Þ
For any fixed A0Aaþ; we also have for wAW ;
*Xw ¼ fxAX˜ j lim
t-N
etA0 :x ¼ pðw; 0Þg: ð2:2:0:3Þ
(2) We have
fwAW j *Xw-Oeafg ¼ fThe shortest element of w  WFe j wAWg:
Proof. (1) By the deﬁnition of X˜ we have





Rnv ¼ fðt1;y; tnÞARn j sgn ti ¼ sgn vig:
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Put for any v ¼P1pipn vi  Hi;
Fv ¼ faiAD j via0g:




N  w  PFv : ð2:2:2Þ




pðN  w  PFv ;RnvÞ: ð2:2:3Þ
Since we have PFv ¼ MFv  AFv  NFv ; we have
pðN  w  PFv ;RnvÞ ¼ pðN  w  MFv ;RnvÞ ¼ pðN  w  MFv ; ðsgn v1;y; sgn vnÞÞ: ð2:2:4Þ
We remark that
MFv ¼ NðFvÞ  AðFvÞ  ðMFv-KÞ:
Therefore by (2.2.4) we have
pðN  w  PFv ;RnvÞCpðN  w  NðFvÞ;RnvÞ: ð2:2:5Þ







Since w /FvSCSþ; we have
w  NðFvÞ  w1CN:
Therefore, we have by (2.2.5)
pðN  w  PFv ;RnvÞCpðN  w;RnvÞ: ð2:2:6Þ




pðN  w;RnvÞ: ð2:2:7Þ
Since FvCFðwÞ and
RnvC fðt1;y; tnÞARn j ti ¼ 0 for aieFvg
C fðt1;y; tnÞARn j ti ¼ 0 for aieFðwÞg ¼ RFðwÞ;





pðN  w;RFðwÞÞ: ð2:2:8Þ
We remark that












Since N ¼ NðwÞ  ðw  NFðwÞ  w1Þ; we have
pðN  w;RFðwÞÞ ¼ pðNðwÞ  w;RFðwÞÞ: ð2:2:9Þ
Since w1  NðwÞ  wCN; we have
pðNðwÞ  w;RFðwÞÞCpðw  N;RFðwÞÞ: ð2:2:10Þ
Thus (2.2.0.2) follows from (2.2.9) and (2.2.10). Fix A0Aaþ: Then we have
/A0; HaS40 for all aASþ: ð2:2:11Þ
We remark that for %nAN; vARFðwÞ;
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By (2.2.12) and (2.2.13) we have
lim
t-N
pðetA0  %n  w; vÞ
¼ lim
t-N





















p etA0 %n  etA0  w;
X
aiAFðwÞ
et/A0;HwaiS  vi  Hi
0@ 1A:
where we put v ¼
X
aiAFðwÞ




etA0  %n  etA0 ¼ feg: ð2:2:15Þ
Since w  FðwÞCSþ; we have by (2.2.11)






et/A0;HwaiS  vi  Hi ¼ 0: ð2:2:16Þ
By (2.2.14)–(2.2.16) we have for %nAN and vARFðwÞ;
lim
t-N
pðetA0  %n  w; vÞ ¼ pðw; 0Þ: ð2:2:17Þ
It follows from (2.2.9) and (2.2.17) that
*XwCfxAX˜ lim
t-N
 etA0 :x ¼ pðw; 0Þg: ð2:2:18Þ
And (2.2.0.1) and (2.2.0.3) follow from (2.2.8), (2.2.9) and (2.2.18).
(2) Let x be an element in Oe: Then we have x ¼ pðg; vÞ for gAG and vARne : By
Bruhat decomposition there exists some wAW such that gAN  w  PFe : Let w0AW
be the shortest element in w  WFe : We apply [12, Chapter IV, Section 6, Corollary
6.11, p. 442] to the minimal expression of w: Then we have w0 /FeSCSþ: Hence
by (2.2.17) we have lim
t-N
etA0 :x ¼ pðw0; 0Þ: Thus the assertion follows. &
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Fact 2.3 (Satake compactiﬁcations). Suppose lALþ: Assume the setting of Fact 1.2.
We define the map
Prl : G=K/RP
dim Vl1 by Prlðg:KÞ ¼ ½g:wl;
where RPN is the N-dimensional real projective space and we denote by ½vARPdim Vl1
the natural projection of vAVl\f0g onto RPdim Vl1: Put Xl ¼ PrlðG=KÞ:
(1) (cf. [25]) Then Prl : G=K/Xl ¼ PrlðG=KÞ is a diffeomorphism. Let Sl be the
closure of Xl in S
dim Vl1 in the usual topology of RPdim Vl1: We call Sl a Satake
compactification of G=K:
(2) (cf. [22]) There exists a surjective continuous map




ÞÞ ¼ Prlðg:KÞ for all gAG:
The surjective continuous map Cl is bijective if and only if lALþþ: In such cases it is a
homeomorphism. We call such an Sl a maximal Satake compactification of G=K:
Remark. Fact 2.3(2) is not stated in [22] in an explicit way, but the existence of
surjective continuous map Cl is directly deduced from the universality of pðG;RnX0Þ
in [22, Proposition 10]. Since pðG;RnX0Þ satisﬁes the axioms of maximal Satake
compactiﬁcations in [25], Cl is a homeomorphism if lALþþ as mentioned in [22].
Lemma 2.4. We put Xw ¼ *Xw-X for wAW :
(1) Suppose lALþ: Fix AAaþ: We put for wAW ;
XwðlÞ ¼ vASl j lim
t-N

















w  XeðlÞ ¼ f½vASl j vAVl; jjvjjl ¼ 1; xlwlðvÞa0g for wAW :
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We note that w  XeðlÞ is an open dense subset of Sl: Let S be a compact set in
w  XeðlÞ: Then there exists some C40 such that
SCf½vASl j vAVl; jjvjjl ¼ 1; jjxlwlðvÞjjl4C40g: ð2:4:1Þ
Fix any AAaþ: Then we have
lim
t-N
etðw:AÞ  x ¼ ½vwl for xAS; ð2:4:2Þ
where the convergence is uniform with respect to xAS:
Proof. (1) Suppose xAXw: Then we have
lim
t-N
etA  x ¼ pðw; 0Þ ¼ w  lim
t-N











Since Cl is a topological homeomorphism which is commutative with the action
of G; we have
lim
t-N




Clðe:KÞ ¼ ½wl and lim
t-N




etA ClðxÞ ¼ ½w  vl:
This yields that
ClðXwÞ ¼ XwðlÞ for wAW :
The assertion follows from (2.2.0.1) and the surjectivity of Cl in Fact 2.3.
(2) The ﬁrst assertion follows directly from Lemma 2.4(1) and X ¼ SwAW w  Xe




Assertion (2.4.2) follows directly from (2.4.1).
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Throughout the rest of Sections 2 and 3, we regard G=K as a subset of X ¼
pðG;RnX0Þ via the natural inclusion map g:K-pðg; ð1;y; 1Þ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
n
Þ for gAG: Hereafter we
put g:K ¼ pðg; ð1;y; 1Þ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
n
Þ for gAG unless otherwise speciﬁed. Let S be any subset of
G: We denote by S:K the closure of S:K in %X with respect to the above inclusion. We
deﬁne a subset WS in W by
WS ¼ fwAW j Xw-S:Kafg: &
Proposition 2.5 (Trigonometric estimates). Suppose lAaþ: Let S be any subset in G:
(1) There exists some C140 such that we have for all XAaþ and hAS;
expðlðY ðeX  hÞÞÞ4C1  expðlðX ÞÞexpðlð eHðhÞÞÞ:
(2) There exists some C240 such that we have
expðl  eHðhÞÞ4C2 min
wAWS
expððw1  lÞðY ðhÞÞÞ for all hAS:
(3) There exists some C340 such that we have for all XAaþ and hAS;
expðlðYðeX  hÞÞÞ4C3 expðlðX ÞÞ min
wAWS
expððw1  lÞðYðhÞÞÞ:
(4) Let wSAW be an element which is longer than any element in WS: Then there
exists some C440 such that we have for all XAaþ and hAS;
expðlðYðeX  hÞÞÞ4C4 expððwS  lÞðXÞÞ expðlðYðhÞÞÞ:
Remark. We remark that 0oC1; C2; C3; C4p1:
Proof. We may restrict ourselves to the special case that lALþ; since the assertion in
the general case follows from that in the special case.
(1) We have
jjeX  h:wljj2l ¼ jjuðeX  hÞ  eYðe
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We have by Proposition 1.3(1)










X e2lðXÞjjxllðh:wlÞjj2l ¼ e2lðX Þexpð2lð eHðhÞÞÞ: ð2:5:2Þ
Therefore by (2.5.1) and (2.5.2) we have for some C140;
expðlðY ðeX  hÞÞÞXC1  expðlðX ÞÞexpðl  eHðhÞÞ:




w  Xe: ð2:5:3Þ
Since Xe is an open dense subset of %X; there exists a compact subset Kw of w  Xe for





By Lemma 2.4(2)(2.4.2) and Fact 2.1(2) we remark that as t-N; etðwA0Þ:p converges
to pðw; 0Þ uniformly with respect to pAKw where wAWS:
Therefore since U  w  eOC  w1:K is a neighborhood of pðw; 0Þ in X for any C40
and any open neighborhood U of e:M in K=M by Fact 2.1(3), there exists some
X0Aaþ such that
ewX0  ðKw-ðS:KÞÞCU  w  eOC  w1:K for all wAWS:
Suppose hAðKw-ðS:KÞÞ: Then we have by Proposition 1.3(2)
eð2lÞðw:X0Þexpð2  lð eHðhÞÞÞ ¼ expð2  lð eHðew:X0  h:KÞÞÞ
¼ expð2  lð eHðw  eX0  w1  h:KÞÞÞ
¼ expð2  lð eHðw  uðeX0  w1  hÞ  eYðeX0 w1hÞ:KÞÞÞ





X0 w1hÞÞ  pli;iðw  uðeX0  w1  hÞ  w1Þj2
Xjpl1;1ðw  uðeX0  w1  hÞ  w1Þ  pl1;1ðewY ðe
X0 w1hÞÞj2;
where w  uðeX0  w1  hÞ  w1:MAU and YðeX0  w1  hÞAOC : By deﬁnition we
remark that pl1;1ðaÞ ¼ al for aAA: If we take a sufﬁciently small neighborhood U of
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X0 w1hÞÞ ¼ C1w  eðw
1lÞðY ðeX0 w1hÞÞ for all hAS:
By Proposition 1.3(4) there exists some C2w40 for wAW such that
eððw
1lÞðY ðeX0 w1hÞÞÞ4C2w  eððw
1lÞðYðhÞÞÞfor all hAS:
Therefore we have for some Cw40;
expðlð eHðhÞÞÞ4Cwexpððw1lÞðYðhÞÞÞ for all h:KAðS:KÞ-Kw:
Put C2 ¼ minwAWS Cw40: Then we have
expðlð eHðhÞÞÞ4C2 min
wAWS
expððw1lÞðYðhÞÞÞ for all hAS:
(3) This follows immediately from (1) and (2).
(4) We have




















4C540 for all hAS:
Then we have X
wS lpgpl
jjxlgðh:wlÞjj2l




e2gðYðhÞÞjjxlgðwlÞjj2lXC5  jjxllðwlÞjj2l  e2lðY ðhÞÞ: ð2:5:6Þ
By (2.5.1), (2.5.5) and (2.5.6) there exists some C440 such that for all XAaþ and
all hAS;
expðlðYðeX  hÞÞÞ4C4 expððwS  lÞðXÞÞexpðlðYðhÞÞÞ: &
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Remark. (1) The Cartan projection is important in the study of topological
properties in discrete subgroup in noncompact semisimple Lie group (cf. [18]). We
hope that this idea for the treatment of the Cartan projection will have some
application in this ﬁeld.
(2) In recent years the signiﬁcance of the use of the compactiﬁcations has been
recognized in the study of the Lp-analysis on symmetric spaces (cf. [1,7]). We also
hope that our idea and methods will have some application in the study of the
interactions between compactiﬁcations and the Lp-analysis.
3. Symmetric subvarieties in the cell structures
We deﬁne a subset Wð0Þ in W by
Wð0Þ ¼ fwAW jðw  Lþð0ÞÞðaþÞCR40g;
where we put






Lemma 3.1. (1) We have
að0Þ ¼ fXAaþj  XAW  Xg:
(2) We have
Wð0Þ ¼ W0:
Proof. (1) We remark that
fXAaþj  XAW  Xg ¼ fXAaþjw0  X ¼ Xg;
where w0 is the longest element in W : It follows from w0  D ¼ D that
w0  fl1;y; lng ¼ fl1;y; lng:
Hence, we can take a subset
flð1Þ;y; lðnÞg in Lð0Þ
such that
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Therefore, we have
að0Þ ¼ fXAaþjw0  X ¼ Xg ¼ fXAaþj  XAW  Xg:
(2) We use ð1Þ then we have
Wð0Þ ¼ fwAW j/w  að0Þ\f0g; aþSg
¼fwAW j/w  X ; aþSCR40
for all nonzero XAaþ such that XAW  Xg ¼ W0: &
Lemma 3.2. Assume the setting of (I). Suppose lALþð0Þ; namely lALþ satisfies
lAW  l: Then there exists an involutive linear isomorphism
sl :Vl/Vl
such that the following (3.2.1)–(3.2.4) hold.
slðX :vÞ ¼ sðXÞ:slðvÞ for XAUðgÞ; vAVl; ð3:2:1Þ
/slðv1Þ; slðv2ÞSl ¼ /v1; v2Sl for v1; v2AVl; ð3:2:2Þ
slðwlÞ ¼ wl; ð3:2:3Þ
slðvwlÞ ¼ vwl for wAW : ð3:2:4Þ
Proof. We note that we have the following isomorphism:
UðgÞ#UðmþaþnÞClDVl by the map X#1l-X :vl for XAUðgÞ;
where we deﬁne the one-dimensional representation Cl ¼ C  1l of the minimal
parabolic subgroup M  A  N by
ðm  a  nÞ:1l ¼ al  1l for mAM; aAA; nAN:
We also note that
sðmÞ ¼ m; sðnÞ ¼ n and sðXÞ ¼ X for XAa:
Then it follows from the universality of the tensor product VlDUðgÞ#UðmþaþnÞCl
that there is an involutive linear isomorphism
sl : Vl/Vl
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such that
slðX :vlÞ ¼ sðXÞ:vl for XAUðgÞ: ð3:2:0Þ
This yields (3.2.1). Moreover (3.2.2) follows from the uniqueness of the inner
product on Vl which is invariant under the action of dplðk þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p  pÞ where we
normalize the equality in (3.2.2) by use of the fact that slðvlÞ ¼ vl as involved in
(3.2.1). The assertion (3.2.3) also follows from the uniqueness of the K-ﬁxed vector
where we also normalize the equality by use of slðvlÞ ¼ vl:
Since we have slðWmÞ ¼ Wm for mAa by (3.2.1), (3.2.4) follows from (3.2.3). &
Proposition 3.3. Assume (I). Then we have
WMHCW0:
Proof. Assume the setting of Lemma 3.2. Then lALþð0Þ:
By Lemma 3.2, we have for XAh-p;
/expðXÞ:wl; vwlSl ¼ /slðexpðX Þ:wlÞ; slðvwlÞSl
¼ /sðexpðXÞÞ:slðwlÞ; vwlSl ¼ /expðXÞ:wl; vwlSl;
where we have used (3.2.2) for the ﬁrst equality, (3.2.1) and (3.2.4) for the second
equality, and (3.2.3) and the fact that sðexpðXÞÞ ¼ expðX Þ for XAp-h for the last
equality.
Thus we have for wAW ;
jjxlwlðvÞjjl ¼ jjxlwlðvÞjjl for vAVl such that ½vA½H:wl ¼ ½expðh-pÞ:wl: ð3:3:1Þ
Fix any weWð0Þ: Then there exists some lwALþð0Þ and some AwAaþ such
that lwAW  lw and ðw  lwÞðAwÞo0: Suppose
½w  vlw A½WH :vlw :
By Lemma 2.4(1) we have
½WH  vlw  ¼ lim
t-N
etAwðClwðH:KÞÞ:
Since ClwðH:KÞ ¼ ½H:wlw ; there exists some vAVl such that ½vA½H:wlw  and
lim
t-N
etAw :½v ¼ ½w  vlw :
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However this yields a contradiction, since it follows from ðw  lwÞðAwÞo0 and (3.3.1)





¼ 0 which yields that lim
t-N
etAw :½va½w  vlw :
Hence we have ½w  vlw e½WH :vlw : Thus we have weWH : This yields WHCWð0Þ:
We apply the same argument for s  H  s1 where sAM: Therefore, we have
WMHCWð0Þ: By Lemma 3.1(2), we have WMHCW0: &
Proposition 3.4. Assume ðg; k; hÞ satisfies (I). Let lAIntaþ; namely let lAa be a
positive sum of fundamental weights. Then we have
ðW10  lÞðY ðHÞ\f0gÞCR40:
Proof. Suppose
Y ðHÞCað0Þ: ð3:4:0Þ
Then it follows from the deﬁnition of W0 that
ðW10  lÞðY ðHÞ\f0gÞCðW10  lÞðað0Þ\f0gÞ
C/W10  aþ; að0Þ\f0gSC/aþ; W0  að0Þ\f0gSCR40:
This yields the assertion for g satisfying (3.4.0). Thus we have only to show that
(3.4.0) holds for any ðg; hÞ satisfying (I).
We may restrict ourselves to the case that g is simple, since any symmetric pair
satisfying (I) is a product of the symmetric pairs of the form ðg; hÞ where g is simple.
Suppose that the restricted root system of
g is of type Bn; Cn; BCn; D2nðnX1Þ; E6; E7; E8; F4; or G2: ð3:4:1Þ
Then XAW  X holds for any XAaþ: Hence we have YðHÞCaþCað0Þ: Hence if g
satisﬁes (3.4.1), then (3.4.0) holds by Lemma 3.1(1).
Suppose that g does not satisfy (3.4.1), namely that the restricted root system of
g is of type An; D2nþ1 where nX1: ð3:4:2Þ
Assume the setting of Section 1.1. Suppose that h0 satisﬁes
XAWðSHÞ  X for XAb: ð3:4:3Þ
We remark that for any wAWðSHÞ; there exists some w˜AW such that w  X ¼ w˜  X
for all XAb: Since Y ðHÞCb; it follows that XAW  X for XAYðHÞ: Then by
Lemma 3.1(1) we have the following assertion that
ð3:4:3Þ implies ð3:4:0Þ: ð3:4:4Þ
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Suppose that ðg; hÞ is isomorphic to the following (3.4.2.1) or (3.4.2.2) where g is of
type An or the following (3.4.2.3) or (3.4.2.4) where g is of type A2;
ðslðn þ 1; FÞ; suðn þ 1 j; j; FÞÞ where F ¼ C;H; 1pjpn þ 1; ð3:4:2:1Þ
ðsuð2n þ 2Þ; soð2n þ 2ÞÞ; ð3:4:2:2Þ
ðe6ð26Þ; f4ð20ÞÞ; ð3:4:2:3Þ
ðe6ð26Þ; spð3; 1ÞÞ; ð3:4:2:4Þ
or suppose that ðg; hÞ is isomorphic to the following (3.4.2.5), (3.4.2.6), (3.4.2.7) or
(3.4.2.8) where g is of type D2nþ1;
ðsoð4  n þ 2;CÞ; soð4  n þ 2ÞÞ; ð3:4:2:5Þ
ðsoð4n þ 2;CÞ; soð4n þ 3 2j; 2jÞÞ where 1pjp2n þ 1; ð3:4:2:6Þ
ðsoð2  n þ 1; 2  n þ 1Þ; soð2  n þ 1 j; jÞ þ soð2  n þ 1 j; jÞÞ
where 1pjp2  n þ 1; ð3:4:2:7Þ
ðsoð2n þ 1; 2n þ 1Þ; soð2n þ 1;CÞÞ: ð3:4:2:8Þ
Then we note that ðg; hÞ satisﬁes (3.4.3), since each simple component of h0 is of
type B; C or BC: Thus it follows from (3.4.4) that ðg; hÞ satisﬁes (3.4.0).
Suppose ðg; hÞ isomorphic to the following (3.4.2.9) where g is of type An but h0 is
not necessarily of type B; C or BC;
ðslðn þ 1Þ; soðn þ 1 j; jÞÞ where 1pipn: ð3:4:2:9Þ
Then it follows from the result that (3.4.0) holds if ðg; hÞ is isomorphic to (3.4.2.1)
that ðg; hÞ also satisﬁes (3.4.0) in this case, since we have the natural embedding
ðslðn þ 1Þ; soðn þ 1 j; jÞÞ+ðslðn þ 1;CÞ; suðn þ 1 j; j;CÞÞ:
Since ðg; hÞ is isomorphic to either of (3.4.2.1), (3.4.2.2), (3.4.2.3), (3.4.2.4),
(3.4.2.5),(3.4.2.6), (3.4.2.7), (3.4.2.8), or (3.4.2.9) under the condition that g satisﬁes
(3.4.2) (cf. [24]. See also Table 1), it follows that (3.4.0) holds for g satisfying (3.4.2).
The assertion of Proposition 3.4 follows directly from assertion (3.4.0) for g which
satisﬁes (3.4.1) or (3.4.2). &
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Remark 3.5. (1) In the setting of Propositions 3.2, 2.2(2) can be used to improve the
estimate for WH when the rank of H is less than the rank of G:
(2) (cf. [17]) Assume the setting of Proposition 3.3. We deﬁne a subset W1 in W by
W1 ¼
(
wAW w  rGA "
aASþðHÞ






Remark 3.6. We can classify all the irreducible symmetric pairs ðg; hÞ’s which satisfy
the assumption (I) directly from the classiﬁcation of the restricted root systems of the
irreducible symmetric pairs in [24]. Irreducible symmetric pairs of Ke type satisfy the
assumption (I) and are listed in Table 1 in [24] or in Table 2 in the appendix in [23].
For the sake of convenience, in Table 1, we list all the irreducible symmetric pairs
Table 1
ðg; hÞ which is not of Ke type but satisﬁes (I)
g h
suðm; n; FÞ sðuðm  r; n  s; FÞ  uðr; s; FÞÞ
ðF ¼ R;C;HÞ ðm  rXsX0; r4n  sX0Þ
suð2  l þ 2Þ soð2  l þ 2Þ
suðl; lÞ soð2  lÞ
suðm; nÞ soðm; nÞ
spðl; lÞ suð2  lÞ þ R
spðm; nÞ suðm; nÞ þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p R
soð2  lÞ soð2½l=2Þ þ soð2ðl  ½l=2ÞÞ





e6ð14Þ suð5; 1Þ þ slð2;RÞ







f4ð20Þ spð2; 1Þ þ suð2Þ
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which are not of Ke type but satisfy the assumption (I) from the Table 1 in [24]. We
also remark that under the assumption (I), the condition that ðg; hÞ is of Ke type is
equivalent to the condition that dim G=K ¼ dim G=H and the condition that ðg; hÞ is
not of Ke type is equivalent to the condition that dim G=Kodim G=H:
4. Convergence and decay of the Radon transform
Proposition 4.1. Assume ðg; k; hÞ satisfies (0). We define the subgroup eH of G which
includes H by eH ¼ NKðp-hÞ  expðp-hÞ: Then we have the following.
(1) eH is also a reductive subgroup of G: Moreover, if ðg; hÞ is symmetric, then the
Lie algebra *h of eH is equal to h: Hence ðg; *hÞ is also symmetric.
(2) G=K and G= eH are homogeneous spaces in duality.
(3) Suppose that G=K and G=H are homogeneous spaces in duality. Then we have
H ¼ eH:
(4) The submanifold H:K ¼ eH:K in G=K is a totally geodesic submanifold in G=K
which passes through e:K : On the other hand, for any totally geodesic submanifold x in
G=K which passes through e:K ; there exists a reductive subgroup H of G such that
x ¼ H:K and such that ðg; k; hÞ satisfies (0).
Proof. (1) We remark by deﬁnition that eH is a y-stable closed subgroup of G: And
its Lie algebra *h is equal to Nkðp-hÞ þ p-h: If we assume that ðg; hÞ is symmetric
and let s be the involution on g which ﬁxes every element in h then it also ﬁxes every
element in Nkðp-hÞ: Therefore, we have h ¼ *h: Hence ðg; *hÞ is also symmetric.
(2) We shall now prove that ðG; K ; eHÞ satisﬁes that KeH ¼ eHK ¼ eH-K (cf. [14,
Chapter II, Lemma 1.3]) where we put
KeH ¼fkAK j k  eH,k1  eHC eH  Kg andeHK ¼fhA eH j h  K,h1  KCK  eHg: ð4:1Þ
Then it follows from [14, Chapter II, Lemma 1.3] applied to ðG; K ; eHÞ that G=K
and G= eH are homogeneous spaces in duality.
Obviously by the deﬁnition of *h; we have
eH-KCKH˜ and eH-KC eHK : ð4:2Þ
Suppose kAKH˜: Then kAK satisﬁes that
k  eH,k1  eHC eH  K : ð4:3Þ
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We remark that
k71  eH ¼ k71 expðh-pÞ  ð eH-KÞ ¼ expðAdðk71Þ:ðp-hÞÞ  k81ð eH-KÞ ð4:4Þ
and
eH  K ¼ expðp-hÞ  K : ð4:5Þ
By the uniqueness of the decomposition G ¼ expðpÞ  K ; it follows from (4.3)–(4.5)
that
expðAdðkÞ:ðp-hÞÞCp-h:
This yields kANKðp-hÞ ¼ eH-K : Thus we have
KH˜C eH-K : ð4:6Þ
Suppose hA eHK : Then hA eH satisﬁes that
h  K,h1  KCK  eH: ð4:7Þ
We put h ¼ k0  expðXÞ where k0ANKðp-hÞ and XAðp-hÞ: It follows from (4.7)
that
h71  k1 ¼ k710  expð7XÞ  k1 ¼ ðk710  k1Þ expð7AdðkÞ:XÞ for kAK ð4:8Þ
and
K  eH ¼ K expðp-hÞ: ð4:9Þ
Therefore, again by the uniqueness of the decomposition it follows from (4.8), and
(4.9) that
ðAdðKÞ:XÞCðp-hÞ: ð4:10Þ
Suppose Xa0: By irreducibility, the span of AdðKÞ:X must be p: However, we
have p-hap as involved in (0). This gives a contradiction to (4.10).
Therefore, we have h ¼ k0ANKðp-hÞ where X ¼ 0: Hence, we haveeHKC eH-K : ð4:11Þ
Then (4.2), (4.5), and (4.11) yields (4.1) as desired.
(3) By [14, Chapter II, Lemma 1.3], we have KH ¼ K-H; where we put
KH ¼ fkAK j k  H,k1  HCH  Kg:
It follows from a similar argument to (4.2)–(4.5) that KH ¼ NKðp-hÞ: Hence we
have NKðp-hÞ ¼ K-H: This yields H ¼ eH:
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(4) The former assertion follows from [10, Chapter IV, Theorem 7.2], since
½p-h; ½p-h; p-hCp-h: The latter assertion also follows if we put H ¼
NKðsÞ expðsÞ where we take a subspace s in p such that x ¼ expðsÞ:K and
½s; ½s; sCs according to [10, Chapter IV, Theorem 7.2]. &
Proposition 4.2. (1) Suppose 0opp2 and ðrG  p  rHÞðYðHÞ\f0gÞCRþ40: Then for




f ðg  h:KÞ dh





jðD:ðR: f ÞÞðu  eX :HÞ coshðwH  rGðXÞÞ2=pjoN ð4:2:0:1Þ
where wHAW is an element in W which is longer than any element in WH : Therefore
the integral transform
R : SpðG=KÞ-CNðG= eHÞCCNðG=HÞ
can be regarded as the Radon transform for the double fibration
G=K’G=ðK- eHÞ-G= eH:
Hereafter we call R the Radon transform on G=K :
(2) We have RðCN0 ðG=KÞÞCCN0 ðG= eHÞCCN0 ðG=HÞ:
(3) We assume that /W1H  rG; YðHÞ\f0gSCRþ40: Then we have
fpAð0; 2 j ðW1H  rG  p  rHÞðY ðHÞ\f0gÞCRþ40gaf:
Suppose 0opp2 and ðW1H  rG  p  rHÞðY ðHÞ\f0gÞCRþ40: Then for all
fASpðG=KÞ; we have
For all lAZþX0; and DAUðgÞ
sup
uAK ;XAaþ
jðD:ðR:f ÞÞðu  eX :HÞj coshðrGðX ÞÞ2=pð1þ jjX jjlÞoN: ð4:2:0:2Þ
(4) Assume ðg; k; hÞ satisfies (I). Suppose 0opp2 and
ðW10  rG  p  rHÞðY ðHÞ\f0gÞCRþ40:
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Then we have
RðSpðG=KÞÞCSpðG=HÞ: ð4:2:0:3Þ
Proof. (1) Assume the setting of Proposition 2.5. For all gAG and DAUðgÞ; we have




ðD:f Þðg  h:KÞ dh: ð4:2:1Þ
By Proposition 2.5(4) we have for any ﬁxed DAUðgÞ; and lAZþX0; there exists some
C040 such that
jðD:f Þðu  eX  h:KÞjpC0 coshðrGðYðeX  hÞÞÞ2=p
pC0  C4 coshðwH  rGðXÞÞ2=p coshðrGðY ðhÞÞ2=p
for all uAK ; XAaþ; and hAH: ð4:2:2Þ
Since we have assumed that ðrG  p  rHÞðY ðHÞ\f0gÞCRþ40; then we have
jðD:f Þðu  eX  h:KÞj
pC0  C4 coshðwH  rGðXÞÞ2=p coshðrHðYðhÞÞÞ2ð1þ jjYðhÞjj2Þ1
for all uAK ; XAaþ; hAH:
Then by taking the integrations of both sides of the above inequality, we have by
Fact 1.1(4),
jðD:ðR:f ÞÞðu  eX :HÞj




 coshðwH  rGðXÞÞ2=p for all uAK; XAaþ:
Therefore we have the assertion.
(2) We have obviously CN0 ðG= eHÞCCN0 ðG=HÞ: It follows from Proposition 4.1
and [13, Chapter I, Section 3, Lemma 3.8(i)] that RðCN0 ðG=KÞÞCCN0 ðG= eHÞ:
(3) The ﬁrst assertion follows directly from the fact that there exists some compact




w1  ðb-ðw  aþÞÞ:
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By Proposition 2.5(3), we have for DAUðgÞ; lAZþX0; there exists some C040 such
that
jðD:f Þðu  eX  h:KÞjpC0 coshðrGðY ðeX  hÞÞÞ2=pð1þ jjYðeX  hÞjjlÞ1




 ð1þ jjY ðeX  hÞjjlÞ1 for uAK ; XAaþ; hAH:
It follows from Proposition 2.5(3) and /W1H  rG; Y ðHÞ\f0gSCRþX0 that for lAaþ
there exists some ClX0 such that
lðYðeX  hÞÞ þ ClXlðXÞ for XAaþ; hAH:
Hence there exists some LX0 such that
jjX jjpjjYðeX  hÞjj þ L for any XAaþ; hAH: ð4:2:3Þ
Thus since we have assumed that
ðW1H  rG  p  rHÞðY ðHÞ\f0gÞCRþ40;
we have
jðD:f Þðu  eX  h:KÞj
pC0  C3 coshðrGðX ÞÞ2=pð1þ jjX jjlÞ1 coshðrHðYðhÞÞÞ2ð1þ jjY ðhÞjj2Þ1
for all uAK ; XAaþ; hAH:
Taking the integrations of both sides of the above inequality, we have,




coshðrHðY ðhÞÞÞ2ð1þ jjYðhÞjj2Þ1 dhÞ
 ðcoshðrGðXÞÞÞ2=pð1þ jjX jjlÞ1 for uAK ; XAaþ:
Thus we have (4.2.0.2).
(4) The assertion follows from (3), Propositions 3.3 and 3.4. &
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5. Projection slice theorem and the holomorphic continuation of the Fourier transform
Let fACNðaCÞ: We deﬁne





f ðlþ t  liÞ:








where we put l ¼ ðlð1Þ;y; lðnÞÞ where lðiÞAZþX0 for 1pipn: We also put jlj ¼P
1pipn lðiÞ:








l rGÞHðg1  uÞÞ du:
(1) (cf. [6]) Suppose fAS2ðG=KÞ: We define the Fourier transform of f by the
following.







l rGÞHðg1  uÞÞ dðg:KÞ:
Suppose 0opp2: Then the Fourier transform
FK : SpðG=KÞ-LðK=M  F pÞ
is bijective, where we define the convex tube domain Fp in aC by
Fp ¼ IntflAaC j jImðs  lÞðY Þjpð2=p  1ÞrGðY Þ for any YAaþ and any sAWg:
and we put
LðK=M  F pÞ ¼ fjðu:M; lÞACNðK=M  F pÞj
j satisfies the following conditions ð5:1:1:1Þ; ð5:1:1:2Þ; and ð5:1:1:3Þg:
j is holomorphic with respect to lAF p for an fixed uAK : ð5:1:1:1Þ
ðPljÞðg:KÞ ¼ ðPsljÞðg:KÞ for all sAW ; gAG; lAF p: ð5:1:1:2Þ
sup
lAFp;uAK
jðDl1K ; ð@lÞlÞjðu:M; lÞð1þ jjljjl2ÞjoN for all l1; l2AZþX0; lAðZþX0Þn:
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(2) (cf. [13]) We have
FKðCN0 ðG=KÞÞ ¼ fjðu:M; lÞACNðK=M  aCÞj
j satisfies the following conditions ð5:1:2:1Þ2ð5:1:2:3Þg:
jðu:M; lÞ is holomorphic with respect to lAaC for any fixed uAK : ð5:1:2:1Þ
ðPljÞðg:KÞ ¼ ðPsljÞðg:KÞ for all sAW ; gAG; lAaC: ð5:1:2:2Þ




jeRjjIm ljjð1þ jjljjNÞjðu:M; lÞjoN for all NAZþX0: ð5:1:2:3Þ
Remark. In the setting of [16] we have FKðÞð; lÞ ¼ Fð0ÞðÞð;lÞ:
Lemma 5.2. Assume that nX2: Let f be a holomorphic function on Cn: We fix lAZþX0:

















fai  viARn j 0paip1g:
Then we have for any fixed xARn;
sup
zA
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p xþK jf ðzÞjp supzAk jf ðzÞjpþN:
Proof. We remark that the assertion in the special case that
v1 ¼ ð1; 0;y; 0Þ and v2 ¼ ð0; 1;y; 0Þ where l ¼ 2: ð5:2:1Þ
follows directly from [15, Lemma 2.5.11, p. 41].
Assume that v1 and v2 are two linearly independent vectors in R
n where l ¼ 2: Let
A be an element in GLðn;RÞ such that
v1 ¼ A:ð1; 0;y; 0Þ and v2 ¼ A:ð0; 1;y; 0Þ:
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 A:yÞ for x; yARn:
We apply the result in the special case of (5.2.1) to a holomorphic function F on Cn:
Then we have the assertion for f as desired.
The assertion in the general case follows from the repeated use of the assertion in
the special case above. &
Proposition 5.3. We define the tube domain Dp in aC by




ðð2=p  1ÞrG þ Int aþÞ for 0opp2:




jeRjjIm ljjð1þ jjljjNÞðFK f Þðu:M; lÞjoN for all NAZþX0:
Then we have fACN0 ðG=KÞ and moreover we have
f ðu  eX :KÞ ¼ 0 for uAK and XAa such that jjX jjXR:
Proof. We put
jðu:M; lÞ ¼ ðFK f Þðu:M; lÞ for uAK ; lAaC:
Let Kˆ M be the set of all the ﬁnite dimensional irreducible unitary representations
of K which is spherical with respect to M: Let d be an element in Kˆ M with the vector





dðu1Þ  jðu:M; lÞ du for lAaC
and
f dðg:KÞ ¼ dðdÞ
Z
K
dðu1Þ  f ðu  g:KÞ du for gAG:
We also deﬁne
jdðu:M; lÞ ¼ TrðdðuÞ:jdðlÞÞ for uAK ; lAaC
and
fdðg:KÞ ¼ Trð f dðg:KÞÞ for gAG:
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We remark that
jdðu:M; lÞ ¼ ðFK fdÞðu:M; lÞ for uAK ; lAaC: ð5:3:1Þ
We shall now prove that we have for any ﬁxed dAKˆ M ;
fdðu expðX Þ:KÞ ¼ 0 for uAK; jjX jjXRX0 ð5:3:2Þ
which directly yields the assertion of Proposition 5.3 by Peter–Weyl Theorem.
By the assumption on j and [27] we have
sup
lAD1
jjjdðlÞjjd  eRjjIm ljjð1þ jjljjNÞoN: ð5:3:3Þ
It follows from [13, Chapter III, Section 5, Eq. (34), p. 279] that we have the
following functional equation:
jdðw  lÞ ¼ Cðw : lÞ  jdðlÞ for lAaC; wAW ;
where we put
Cðw : lÞ ¼ Cw1ðw 
%lÞ
cðlÞ for wAW ; lAa

C:
In view of [13, Chapter III, Section 2, Proposition 2.9, p. 246] and [13, Chapter III,
Section 2, Eq. (54), p. 247], it follows from [3, Lemma 16.6] that there exists some





jjCðw : lÞjjd  ð1þ jjljjN0Þ1oN:
Therefore it follows from (5.3.3), the functional equation for jd; and the estimates
for Cðw : lÞ that we have for all NAZþX0;
sup
lAW D1
jjjdðlÞjjd  eRjjIm ljjð1þ jjljjNÞoN:
Then we have the following (5.3.4).
sup
uAK ;lAW D1
jjdðu:M; lÞj  eRjjIm ljj  ð1þ jjljjNÞoN for NAZþX0: ð5:3:4Þ
To complete the proof of (5.3.2), it remains to show that the following (5.3.5)




jjdðu:M; lÞj  eRjjIm ljj  ð1þ jjljjNÞoN for NAZþX0: ð5:3:5Þ
Assume n ¼ 1: Since aC ¼ W  D1,F1=2; (5.3.5) follows from (5.3.4) and Fact
5.1(1).
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Assume nX2: It follows from (5.3.4) that for any ﬁxed polynomial P on Cn there
exists some C40 such that
sup
uAK ;lAF1=2,ðF p-ðW D1ÞÞ
jjdðu:M; lÞ  PðlÞjpC  eRð2=p1ÞjjrG jj for any 0opo1:
Then we apply Lemma 5.2 to a holomorphic function jdðu:M; lÞ  PðlÞ of l on Cn
for any ﬁxed uAK where we arbitrarily take lAZþX0 and choose viAR
n for 1pipl
such that
fvi j 1piplgCF p-ðW  D1Þ:
Then we have for any ﬁxed polynomial P on Cn;
sup
uAK ;lAFp
jjdðu:M; lÞ  PðlÞjpC  eRð2=p1ÞjjrG jj for any 0opo1:
Then (5.3.5) follows directly from this estimate as desired. &
Proposition 5.4. Assume (I). Let l be an element in Lþ: Then there exists a continuous
nonnegative function Fl on G such that Fl is left eH-invariant and
FlðeÞ ¼ 1 and Flðg  m  a  nÞ ¼ FlðgÞ  al for gAG; mAM; aAA; and nAN:
Proof. Let *a be a maximal abelian subspace in q ¼ k-q þ p-q such that aC*a: Since
*a is y-stable we have *a ¼ mq þ a where we put mq ¼ ðk-qÞ-*a: We put








k-q þ p-q and g0 ¼ k0 þ p0:
We remark that g0 is a reductive Lie algebra and k0 ¼ h-k þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p h-p is a maximal
compact subalgebra of g0: We have the Cartan decomposition g0 ¼ k0 þ p0: We
remark that a þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p mq is a maximal abelian subspace in p0 and we have the
Iwasawa decomposition





Let Vl be a ﬁnite dimensional spherical representation of G with a highest weight l





Y Þ:vl ¼ lðXÞvl for XAa; YAmq:
Let mh be the centralizer of a þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p mq in k0: Since mh is y-stable and a is maximal
abelian in p; it follows that mhCh-k: Therefore we have mhCh-m: Thus we have
Z:vl ¼ 0 for ZAmh:






where K0 is the compact analytic subgroup in the complexiﬁcation of the Lie group
dpðGÞ which corresponds to the Lie subalgebra dpðh-k þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p  h-pÞ: Therefore
by applying the argument in [12, Chapter V, Section 4, Theorem 4.1.1, p. 535] to g0;
we have
/vH ; vlSla0;
where /; Sl is a k þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p p-invariant inner product on Vl: We deﬁne
flðgÞ ¼ j/g:vl; vHSlj=j/vH ; vlSlj:
Then we have
flðeÞ ¼ 1 and flðg  m  a  nÞ ¼ flðgÞ  al for gAG; mAM; aAA; and nAN:
By deﬁnition fl is left hC-invariant. Therefore flðgÞ is left H0-invariant where H0 is
the identity component of H: Next we deﬁne
FlðgÞ ¼
P
c:H0AH˜=H0 flðc1  gÞP
c:H0AH˜=H0 flðc1Þ
for gAG;
where we note that the identity component of eH is H0 according to Proposition 4.1
then the factor group eH=H0 becomes a ﬁnite group and then the right-hand side is
independent of the choice of the representative element of eH=H0 and where we note
the divisor of the right-hand side is nonzero, sinceX
c:H0AH˜=H0
flðc1ÞXflðeÞ ¼ 1:
Therefore it follows that Fl is left eH-invariant and
FlðeÞ ¼ 1 and Flðg  m  a  nÞ ¼ FlðgÞ  al
for gAG; mAM; aAA and nAN: &
Remark. The assertion of Proposition 5.4 also follows from [2, Proposition 5.6]. But
our proof is different and based on an explicit construction of Fl: Throughout the
rest of this article, the choice of Fl which satisﬁes the conditions in Proposition 5.4
does not make any difference.
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Lemma 5.5. Assume (I).





ðFliðgÞÞ/l;aiS=/ai ;aiS for gAG:
Then the function FlðgÞ of gAG on G is continuous, left eH-invariant and
FlðeÞ ¼ 1 and Flðg  m  a  nÞ ¼ FlðgÞ  al for gAG; mAM; aAA; nAN:
(2) We have for lAðInt aþ þ












for all gAG ð5:5:1Þ











Proof. (1) The assertion follows immediately from Proposition 5.4.











ðx/l;aiS=/ai ;aiSi  ðlog xiÞkiÞ
is well-deﬁned as a continuous function on RnX0:
Suppose gAG satisﬁes FlðgÞa0: Then we can differentiate FlðgÞ with respect to l
and this yields (5.5.1). By the continuity as noted above, Eq. (5.5.1) holds for all
gAG: Next we shall prove (5.5.2). There exists some C040 such that we have for all
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¼ FlðuðgÞÞ expðl  HðgÞÞ 
Y
1pipn
jlog FliðuðgÞÞ þ liðHðgÞÞjlðiÞ

























for ðk1;y; knÞAðZþX0Þn such that l  kAðZþX0Þn: We remark that it follows from the









Hence inequality (5.5.2) follows directly from the above estimates. &
Proposition 5.6. Assume (I). For all lAD1; the following integral
FHl ðg: eHÞ ¼ Z
K
F ﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p lrGðg1  uÞ du
converges and is holomorphic with respect to lAD1 for any fixed gAG: Specifically, the
following integral
MðlÞ ¼ FHl ðe: eHÞ ¼ Z
K
F ﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p lrGðuÞ du
also converges and is holomorphic with respect to l on D1:
For any lAðZþX0Þn and lAD1; we have the following.
sup
XAa
jð@llFHl ÞðeX : eHÞj j expððIm lþ rGÞðYðeX ÞÞÞð1þ jjX jjjljÞ1oN:
Proof. The convergence of FHl or MðlÞ follows from the continuity of Fl in Lemma
5.5(1). It follows from the differentiability of Fl with respect to l on D1 in Lemma
5.5(2) that FHl or MðlÞ is holomorphic with respect to l on D1:
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By Lemma 5.5(2), we can differentiate FHl with respect to lAD
1 under the sign of











FIm l rGð eH  eX  uÞÞ Y
1pipn
jlogððFIm l rGÞð eH  eX  uÞÞjlðiÞ du
for all XAa:



















expððIm l rGÞHðeY ðe
X Þ  uÞÞ 1þ
X
1pipn
jðliðHðeY ðeX Þ  uÞÞÞjjlj
( )
du:
We use [12, Chapter I, Theorem 5.20] and rewrite the right-hand side of the above





FHl ðK  eX : eHÞ





expððIm l rGÞHð %nÞÞ expððIm l rGÞHðeY ðe




jliðHðeY ðeX Þ  %n  eYðeX ÞÞ þ YðeX ÞÞjjlj
( )
d %n: ð5:6:1Þ
Here we have for some C3; C440;X
1pipn
















 ð1þ jjX jjjljÞ: ð5:6:2Þ
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where we used [12, Chapter IV, Corollary 6.6] to deduce the last inequality. We





FHl ðK  eX : eHÞ





expððIm l rGÞHð %nÞÞ expððIm l rGÞHðeY ðe







We use [12, Chapter IV, Theorem 6.14] and its proof to assure the convergence of the
integral on the right-hand side of the above inequality. Then this yields the assertion
as desired. &
Remark. (1) In the setting of [16], we have FHl ¼ FðkÞl and MðlÞ ¼ Mðn; k;lÞ:
(2) In the setting of [3, Section 3], we have FHl ¼ EðP : c : 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p lÞ where t is the
trivial K-type, P ¼ M  A  N; and *cðP :  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p lÞðgÞ ¼ F ﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p lrGðg1Þ for gAG:





Fðg:HÞ  F ﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p lrG ðg1uÞÞ dðg:HÞ
converges for all lAD1 and all uAK : We call
ðFHFÞðu:M; lÞACNðK=M  ðD1-FpÞÞ
the Fourier transform of F and it satisfies the following conditions (5.7A)
and (5.7B).
(5.7A) For any fixed uAK ; ðFHFÞðu:M; lÞ is holomorphic with respect to l
on D1-F p:
(5.7B) For any l1; l2AZþX0 and lAðZþX0Þn; we have
sup
uAK ;lAFp-D1
jððDl1K ; @llÞðFHFÞÞðu:M; lÞjð1þ jjljjl2ÞoN:





X0; lAðZÞnX0; there exists some C1; C2; C340 such that the following
















C1  coshðrGðYðeX ÞÞÞ2=pð1þ jjX jjjljþ1Þðnþ1Þ
 @lmjm¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p Im l Z
K
F ﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p mrG ðeX  u1Þ du1




coshðrGðY ðeX ÞÞÞ2=pð1þ jjX jjjljþ1Þðnþ1Þ




coshðrGðYðeX ÞÞÞ2=pð1þ jjX jjjljþ1Þðnþ1Þ








ð1þ jjX jjÞðnþ1ÞoN: ð5:7:1Þ
We note that the second last inequality in (5.7.1) follows from
ðIm lþ ð1 2=pÞrGÞðaþÞCRX0
which is an immediate consequence from the assumption lAD1-F p:
Thus we can differentiate with respect to uAK and lAD1-F p: This yields (5.7A).





2  ðDl1K  ððFHFÞðu:M; lÞÞÞjoN: ð5:7:2Þ









2 jÞ1  ð1þ jjljjl2ÞoN: ð5:7:3Þ
Then the assertion (5.7B) follows by an inductive argument with respect to jlj from
(5.7.2) and (5.7.3). &
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Remark. In the setting of [16], we have FHðÞð; lÞ ¼ FðkÞðÞð;lÞ:
Proposition 5.8. Assume (I).
Suppose FACN0 ðG=HÞ and suppose that RX0 satisfies
Fðu  eX :HÞ ¼ 0 for uAK and XAa such that jjX jjXR:
Then ðFHFÞðu:M; lÞ satisfies the following (5.8A) and (5.8B).
ðFHFÞðu:M; lÞ is holomorphic with respect to l on D1: ð5:8AÞ
sup
uAK ;lAD1
jeRjjIm ljjð1þ jjljjNÞðFHFÞðu:M; lÞjoN for all NAZþX0: ð5:8BÞ
Proof. In a similar way to Proposition 5.7 it follows that for any l0AZþX0 there exists
some C1; C240 such that the following (5.8) holds.
jwlðDGÞl




FHﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p Im lðeX :HÞdG=HðX Þ dXpC2  eRjjIm ljj: ð5:8Þ
Thus we can differentiate with respect to uAK and lAD1: This yields (5.8A). Fix





0 Þ1  ð1þ jjljjNÞjoN:
Then we take the supremum of (5.8). This yields (5.8B). &
Remark. If we use the results in [19], we have similar results to Propositions 5.7 and
5.8 for the general ðg; hÞ which is not necessarily symmetric.
Proposition 5.9 (Projection Slice Theorem). Assume (I). Suppose 0opo1 is
sufficiently small. For all fASpðG=KÞ; we have
ðFðHÞðR:f ÞÞðu:M; lÞ ¼ MðlÞ  ðFðKÞð f ÞÞðu:M; lÞ for all uAK
and lAF p-D1: ð5:9:1Þ
Moreover, R is injective on SpðG=KÞ:
Proof. For all lAD1;
R
K
F ﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p lrG ðu0  gÞÞ du0 is left K-invariant and right M  N-
invariant as a function of gAG and it coincides with MðlÞ  a
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p lrG for g ¼ aAA:
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Thus we have the following
Z
K
F ﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p lrGðu  gÞÞ du ¼ MðlÞ  expðð ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p l rGÞHðgÞÞ for lAD1: ð5:9:2Þ
Since we have R:fASpðG=HÞ by Proposition 4.2(4), then we have ðFHðR:f ÞÞðu:M; lÞ
is absolutely convergent by Proposition 5.7. Thus by [14, Chapter II, Section 2,












F ﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p lrG ðu0  g1uÞÞ du0 dðg:KÞ:










¼ MðlÞ  ðFK f Þðu:M; lÞ:






Therefore it follows from Fact 5.1(1) that R is injective on SpðG=KÞ: &
6. Proof of the Support Theorem





ﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p lþrGÞðX ÞFHl ðetX :HÞ ¼ cðlÞ;
where cðlÞ is the Harish-Chandra’s c-function as in [12, Chapter IV, Section 6,
Theorem 6.14].
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Proof. By [12, Chapter I, Proposition 5.20] we have for YAa;












l rGÞHð %nÞÞF ﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p lrG ðeY  %n  eY ÞÞd %n:
Put Y ¼ t  X where t40 and XAaþ: By (5.5.2) for l ¼ 0 and [12, Chapter IV,
Corollary 6.6] we have
jF ﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p lrG ðetX  %n  etX ÞjpC  FIm l rGðetX  %n  etX Þ
pC  expððIm l rGÞHðetX  %n  etX ÞÞ




F ﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p lrG ðetX  %n  etX Þ ¼ 1:










l rGÞHð %nÞÞd %n ¼ cðlÞ: &
Proposition 6.2. Suppose H ¼ eH ¼ NKðh-pÞ  expðp-hÞ: Assume (I) and (II). We
define mþðaÞAZþX0 and mðaÞAZþX0 for aASþ by
mþðaÞ ¼ dimðga-g0Þ and mþðaÞ þ mðaÞ ¼ dim ga:









































/a;aS þ ðmþð2aÞ þ mð2aÞ þ mðaÞÞÞÞ
Gð14ð/
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p l;aS
/a;aS þ ðmþð2aÞ  mð2aÞ þ mðaÞÞÞÞ
9=;; ð6:2Þ
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where C is some nonzero constant independent of lAD1: Specifically, we have MðlÞa0




Remark. It follows from formula (6.2) that MðlÞ is a nonzero constant under the
condition that h ¼ k: The formula for Mðn; k; lÞ in [16, Proposition 4.2] also follows
directly from formula (6.2) in the setting ð0:1Þ:
Proof. It follows from Proposition 6.1 that FHl is not a zero function for any ﬁxed
lAD1: We note that the assertion in [23, Proposition 4.2] is stated under the
assumption that H is of Ke-type and the Weyl group of the Lie algebra g0 is W :
However the assertion in [23, Proposition 4.2] and its proof hold under the
assumption (II) under the condition that H ¼ eH:
Therefore MðlÞa0 for lAD1: For 1pipn; let Di be an element in UðgÞK such
that D1 ¼ DG and such that
fwlðD1Þ;y; wlðDnÞg
is a set of algebraically independent generators of SðaÞW : We ﬁx lAD1: We remark
that
Di:FHl ðK  g: eHÞ ¼ wlðDiÞ  FHl ðK  g: eHÞ for gAG; 1pipn:
We denote by LðDÞ the radial component of DAUðgÞK with respect to the
decomposition G ¼ K  A  eH: Then in a similar way to [12, Chapter II, Section 3,
Proposition 3.9, p. 267], we have





sinhðaðX ÞÞ þ m




























 FHl ðK  eX : eHÞ ¼ wlðDGÞ  FHl ðK  eX : eHÞ for XAa;
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f ðH þ t  HlÞ:
Since we have assumed that WðHÞ ¼ W ; we remark that
mþðaÞ ¼ mþðw  aÞ and mðaÞ ¼ mðw  aÞ for all wAW ; aASþ:





ðmþða=2Þ  mða=2ÞÞ; aA2Sþ0 ;
1
2




0; ae2ðSþ0,ð2Sþ0 Þ,ð4Sþ0 ÞÞ:
8>><>>:
Then we remark that




ka=2 þ ka ¼
1
2
ðmþða=2Þ  mða=2ÞÞ; aA2Sþ0 ;
1
4
ð2mþða=2Þ  2mða=2Þ þ mþða=4Þ þ mða=4ÞÞ; aA4Sþ0 ;
1
4





By [12, Chapter III, Section 3, Corollary 3.12, p. 365], there exists some jðlÞAaC
such that
Re jðlÞAaþ and gðLðDiÞ; jðlÞ; kÞ ¼ wlðDiÞ for 1pipn:
As we already noted [23, Proposition 4.2] holds in our setting. Therefore the W -
invariant solution of the system of the hypergeometric differential equation with
spectral parameter jðlÞAaC and multiplicity parameter ðkaÞaAR is a constant multiple





























ka þ k2a þ 2k4a for aARþ:














Hence k is not in the pole locus of 1
c˜ðrðkÞ;kÞ: Thus by [8, Part I, Theorem 4.4.7]
we have
FHl ðK  eX : eHÞ ¼ MðlÞ  Fð jðlÞ; k; XÞ for XAa; lAD1;
where Fð jðlÞ; k; XÞ is the hypergeometric function of Heckman–Opdam with
spectral parameter jðlÞAaC and multiplicity parameter ðkaÞaAR associated with the
root system R: Therefore, we have




l rG and MðlÞ1 ¼ cðlÞ1  ðcð jðlÞ; kÞÞ on D1:





Gð/rðkÞ;2aS/a;aS þ ka þ 12 ka
2
Þ
















Then we have for lAD1;

















































/a;aS þ ðmþð2aÞ þ mð2aÞ þ mðaÞÞÞ
Gð14ð/
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p l;aS
/a;aS þ ðmþð2aÞ  mð2aÞ þ mðaÞÞÞÞ
9=;;
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where C1 and C2 are some nonzero constants. By the duplication formula for the
Gamma function, we have






































/a;aS þ ðmþð2aÞ  mð2aÞ þ mðaÞÞÞÞ
9=;;
where C3 is some nonzero constant.
Table 2
ðg; k; hÞ satisfying (I) and (II)
g k h
suðm; n; FÞ sðuðm;FÞ  uðn;FÞÞ sðuðm  r;FÞ  uðr; n;FÞÞ
ðF ¼ R;C;HÞ ðm  rXnX1Þ
soð2  l þ 1;CÞ soð2  l þ 1Þ soð2  l; 1Þ
soð4  l þ 2Þ uð2  l þ 1Þ uð2  l; 1Þ
suð2  l þ 2Þ spðl þ 1Þ soð2  l þ 2Þ
suðl; lÞ sðuðlÞ  uðlÞÞ soð2  lÞ
suðm; nÞ sðuðmÞ  uðnÞÞ soðm; nÞ
spðl; lÞ spðlÞ þ spðlÞ suð2  lÞ þ R
spðm; nÞ spðmÞ þ spðnÞ suðm; nÞ þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1p R
soð2  lÞ uðlÞ soð2½l=2Þ þ soð2ðl  ½l=2ÞÞ
soð2  lÞ uðlÞ soðl;CÞ
e6ð14Þ soð10Þ þ soð2Þ soð8; 2Þ þ soð2Þ






e6ð2Þ suð6Þ þ suð2Þ spð3; 1Þ
e6ð14Þ soð10Þ þ soð2Þ spð2; 2Þ
e6ð26Þ f4 spð3; 1Þ
e6ð14Þ soð10Þ þ soð2Þ suð5; 1Þ þ slð2;RÞ
e6ð14Þ soð10Þ þ soð2Þ suð4; 2Þ þ suð2Þ
e7ð5Þ soð12Þ þ suð2Þ suð6; 2Þ
e7ð25Þ e6 þ soð2Þ suð6; 2Þ
e8ð24Þ e7 þ suð2Þ soð12; 4Þ
f4ð20Þ soð9Þ spð2; 1Þ þ suð2Þ
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We use the expression of cðlÞ in [12, Chapter IV, Section 6, Theorem 6.14] and
compute MðlÞ: Then we have (6.2) as desired. The other properties of MðlÞ follow
directly from (6.2). &
Proposition 6.3 (cf. Support Theorem in Theorem A(2)). Assume ðg; k; hÞ satisfies (I)
and (II). Suppose fAS0ðG=KÞ: Then if we assume
ðR: f Þðu  eX :HÞ ¼ 0 for uAK ; XAa such that jjX jjXRX0; ð6:3:1Þ
then we have
f ðu  eX :KÞ ¼ 0 for uAK ; XAa such that jjX jjXRX0: ð6:3:2Þ
Proof. Suppose R:fACN0 ðG=HÞ satisﬁes (6.3.1). Since R:fACN0 ðG= eHÞ by Proposi-
tion 4.2(1), we may assume that H ¼ eH: Then R:f satisﬁes (5.8A) and (5.8B) of
Proposition 5.8 for RX0: Thus it follows from Proposition 5.9 (5.9.1) and
Proposition 6.2 that f satisﬁes the assumption of Proposition 5.3 for RX0:
Therefore, we have (6.3.2). &
Remark. Table 2 is the list for all the irreducible pair ðg; k; hÞ’s which satisfy (I) and
(II). (cf. Remark 3.6, Table 1 [24]).
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